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Introduction
This selling exhibition of pottery in the broad English slipware tradition celebrates in
particular the post WW1 revival and regeneration of interest in such ceramics
generated primarily by the pioneering Studio Potters, Bernard Leach (1887-1979)
and Michael Cardew (1901-1982). In recognition of the inspiration the latter potters
received from their rurally based predecessors, the current show also includes for
sale a small number of earthenwares made at the Fremington pottery of the North
Devon family of potters, the Fishleys. In future shows based around these Pioneers,
we also intend to include examples from other rural workshops, both of the West
Country and farther afield. Items for sale are from both private and trade sources,
and include in the case of Devon wares pots purchased from a 1982 Barnstaple
auction of the possessions of Winifred and Hilda Holland, cousins of William Fishley
Holland (1889-1969) the last full time practitioner of this dynasty of North Devon
makers.
The co-organisers of this event, John Edgeler and Roger Little, have both been life
long collectors of and dealers in English and European ceramics. Since 2004, John
has also become a writer/publisher of books primarily focussing on the Cardew
tradition and its West Country roots, and has also curated well received
retrospective shows on the latter, held both at public museums and at his Long
Room Gallery of Winchcombe, the venue for this first collaborative show. Roger is
a leading expert nationally on historic English slipwares and early ceramics, as well as
on Delft in both the English and European traditions. There follows two short
introductory essays by these Principals, giving a flavour of the core themes they have
identified in their respective areas of expertise to help place in context the leitmotifs
behind this exhibition.
Further information on this and future shows, including sale and purchase terms, may
be found on page 20 at the end of this summary catalogue, which has been
compressed for ease of website handling.
A limited edition bound 36 page catalogue with larger images and fuller information
will be available for purchase by personal callers in November 2009.
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Michael Cardew and the West Country Slipware Tradition
My 2006 publication (ISBN 0-9550315-2-4) of the same title investigates this subject
in some considerable detail. There were a number of early formative influences on
Cardew’s later output, which for the current purposes can be identified primarily as
the North Devon tradition of form, blended with a broad ranging aesthetic including
archaic Song wares and decorative techniques of brushwork (an approach not used
traditionally in the English context), and inter alia slip trailing decoration more
normally associated with pots in the traditions of the Midlands, North Wales and
Northern England. However it is in the use of sgraffito and combed techniques that
Cardew felt most comfortable, as demonstrated by illustrated examples in this
catalogue.
As the old adage goes, there is nothing new under the sun, but similarly, each
succeeding generation following in a broadly similar tradition will bring in a personal
touch reflecting their particular influences and inspirations. This is the core quality
of those living craft traditions learnt by observation and practice, but practised by
individuals who in handing on the baton add something new, whether in form,
decoration or usage. For lovers of the best pottery made with a function in mind, it
is its tactile quality and fitness for purpose that makes up the core essence of its
quality.
In the examples of Winchcombe pottery for sale made by Cardew and members of
his 1930s team such as Sid Tustin (1913-2005) and Ray Finch (1914- ), it is both jug
and bowl forms that predominate. The inspirations for the jugs range from the
broadly medieval (catalogue no.25) to the distinctly North Devon (catalogue nos.28,
32). The bowls (catalogue nos.35-37) all use the sgraffito method of decoration
widely practised in North Devon, whilst their flat rims show an echo of archaic
Chinese examples in the Sung tradition.
These are complemented by two lidded forms, one a massive and imposing Bread Jar
with free drawn and naive decoration of a stag and a turkey (catalogue no.26), and a
more modest but nonetheless charming jar with brush decoration of stylised leaves
in the Cizhou manner (catalogue no.29). Notable in the remainder are a relatively
scarce small cider bottle (catalogue no.27) – a form seen in the Fishley tradition
albeit with a fuller profile – and a large plate from the early 1930s plain apart from a
simply achieved but striking image of a goose (catalogue no.34).
Cardew’s form is also represented in some of the pieces in our substantial show of
St Ives wares, most notably in a fully marked scarce calligraphic jug with scroll handle
very much in the Devon idiom (catalogue no.14). He is also likely to have been the
thrower of the important large charger (catalogue no.7) bearing the monogram of
Leach and dated 1927, but probably thrown and biscuit fired before the former’s
departure for Winchcombe in 1926. On a smaller scale are the scarce coffee pot
with side applied spout (catalogue no.18) and fleur de lys jug (catalogue no.15), both
just bearing an SI seal but showing strong Cardewan traits. It is also possible that he
had a hand in several of the well thrown beer tankards (catalogue nos.11-13).

John Edgeler, Long Room Gallery, Winchcombe
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Early twentieth century slipwares: an exhibition
John and I are pleased to present this, the inaugural exhibition in what we hope will
become an annual event that will appeal to all those who are passionate about
twentieth century studio slipware pottery, whether they be collectors, academics or
dealers.
We decided to concentrate, in the early stages of our venture, on a specific clay
body, namely slipware, and a correspondingly narrow time-frame. We chose this
period because it witnessed the beginnings of a revival of English slipware pottery
manufacture not as a simple rural industry staffed by local workmen and driven by
everyday demand for simple, utilitarian objects for the home but instead as a studiobased phenomenon driven to a large degree by two great individual potters of very
different temperaments and objectives, namely Bernard Leach and Michael Cardew.
The substantial degree of collaboration between these two great potters during the
pioneering early years produced often magical results in terms of the pots they
produced. Their drive and inspiration, which could, on occasion, be both symbiotic
and confrontational, helped to transform the manufacture of pottery from a humble
local craft to an international stage.
We feel that the importance of this period, both in terms the revival of a local craft
form, and in the impact it had in galvanising the whole studio pottery movement,
makes it a particularly interesting one for museums and collectors wishing to invest
in what we are sure will come to be viewed an important period in the history of
English ceramics. It also presents an opportunity to buy some of the most
outstanding and vibrant examples of early-twentieth century ceramic art.
Cardew and Leach had very different approaches to the business of making pottery
and also about what the final product represented, both to themselves and to the
consumer. Leach, with his early background in fine art, and his notorious dislike of,
and suspicion about, industrial manufacturing processes generally was, I think, more
inclined to look to each object as an individual work of art which combined utility
and artistic impact in equal measure. For Leach the particular dish, bowl or mug is, as
well as being a functional thing, his artistic canvas, a vehicle for the design that
decorates it. This can be very well seen in the beautiful slipware shallow dish
(catalogue no.10 in our Exhibition), in which Leach has clearly struggled with the
problem of incorporating the Chinese-inspired design on to the difficult, onedimensional surface of the dish. Cardew’s deceptively simple decoration seems to be
more at ease with the forms of the pots he produced. This is arguably because he
was as much concerned with their utility as with their artistic or aesthetic appeal. In
this sense at least, Cardew’s pots often appear more harmonious than Leach’s.
Cardew’s wonderful, rapidly executed designs, which can be seen on a number of
the pieces in this exhibition, always appear serenely at one with the pot on which
they are executed.
We hope you will enjoy the selection of pots from these two great twentieth
century potters that we have assembled for this Exhibition. They have come from a
variety of different sources and the hunt for them has been in itself an enjoyable and
rewarding exercise.
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We think we have been able to offer a wide range of outstanding individual items
that will provide opportunities for purchase for a wide range of different buyers,
from serious established collectors and institutions to individuals who are thinking of
starting a collection on limited means.

Roger Little, Oxford

September 2009
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Fremington Wares
The significance of the Fishley pottery was outlined in the introduction and will be
well known to readers of my 2008 title, The Fishleys of Fremington (ISBN 0-9550315-4-0).
Good examples of Fremington slipwares are pretty scarce, so we are able to include
only a modest but nonetheless good quality selection, split evenly between those of a
traditional colouration and the well regarded green wares of Edwin Beer Fishley
(1832-1912). The latter’s ceramics were held in high regard by the Japanese master,
Hamada Shoji (1894-1978) who owned many pieces as well as Leach, and was
nicknamed by them somewhat erroneously ‘the last Peasant Potter’ but was in
practice perhaps the first Artist Potter and standard bearer for what became the
Studio movement. All the following examples were once fired, glazed traditionally
using galena, lead sulphide glazes.
1) A matched pair of George Fishley spaniel dogs, c 1840-1850

Earthenware moulded and hand finished pair of dogs in the broad Staffordshire flat
back tradition, under a manganese glaze. From the 1982 Holland sale (see
introduction). Unmarked.
Dimensions: 15 x 12 x 8cm (6 x 5 x 3 inches).
Condition: 2 superficial glaze chips to one dog.

2) An unusual stepped base two slot farthing money
box dated 1881

Earthenware hand thrown and built money box with
base turned on the wheel, the thin white background
slip partially removed to reveal the typical pink buff
Fremington clay body. Unmarked apart from
scratched date to base.
Height: 17cm (6.5 inches).
Width: 12cm (4.5 inches).
Condition: slight glaze loss to top of finial. Chipping
to one coin slot.
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3) A three handled tyg by E B Fishley,
c1880-1900

Hand thrown earthenware drinking jug,
with scroll handles bearing pad thumbpieces, the whole under an iridescent
copper green glaze. From the 1982
Holland sale. Hand script incised mark
of EB Fishley, Fremington.
Height: 17cm (6.5 inches).
Width: 19cm (7.5 inches).
Condition: Restored nicks to rim and
base.

4) A scarce E B Fishley jug and basin
set, c1880-1900

Hand thrown earthenwares, the
handled large jug of full bellied
proportions tapering to a narrow
neck, the wide flat bowl with ribbed
rim. The jug is from the 1982 Holland
sale. Hand script incised marks of EB
Fishley, Fremington.
Dimensions of jug: 32cm (12.5
inches), width 19cm (7.5 inches).
Dimensions of bowl: diameter: 39cm
(15.5 inches), depth 14cm (5.5 inches).
Condition: Jug has restored nick to
rim. Bowl shows substantial glaze
running that has led to kiln shelf
adhesion.
5) A William Fishley Holland apprentice piece sgraffito
jug, c1908

Hand thrown earthenware jug, with sgraffito and
removed slip decoration of stylised flowers in the
arts and crafts manner, with
portrait bust in a cartouche
below spout.
From the 1982 Holland sale.
Hand script incised mark ‘W
F Holland Fremington’.
Height: 13cm (5 inches).
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St Ives Wares
Notwithstanding the many publications bearing Leach’s name, and the existence of
sundry artworks and catalogues, both for public shows in England and notably Japan,
there remains a dearth of consistent chronological, aesthetic and technical analysis of
the output of the Leach Pottery. This is an omission that we will be addressing in
2010 which will see the publication of Slipware and St Ives, addressing the output in the
period 1921-1937, primarily in slipware and related fabrics (raku, semi-stonewares),
and many of the more significant items now for sale will be illustrated in this
forthcoming title.

Early wares and pots in the Staffordshire tradition
The Staffordshire tradition has emerged from my researches as one of the earliest
formative European ceramic influence on Leach, albeit at third hand through a
publication he had regular access to whilst in Japan during the early years of WW1,
Quaint Old English Pottery by CJ Lomax.
6) A rare and unusual low fired St Ives
raku bowl, attributed to Hamada Shoji
and decorated by Robert Morton Nance,
c1922-1923

Wheel thrown bowl in white grogged
clay with under glaze decoration and
lettering in blue slip bearing the legend
‘The true figure of Troy Town’. St Ives
impressed seal and hand incised cursive
monogram ‘RMN’ to inside of footrim.
Diameter: 24cm (9.5 inches), height:
9cm (3.5 inches).
Condition: rubbing to higher surfaces of
slip decoration.
7) An important large flat rimmed
charger with iron brushwork by
Bernard Leach, dated 1927

This charger in white grogged clay
bears under glaze brushwork
decoration of two figures, possibly
the Gemini twins, surrounded by
star charts. Slip trailed monogram
of BL and 1927 to centre of foot
rim.
Diameter: 37cm (14.5 inches),
depth 7cm (3 inches).
Condition: spur mark scars and
kiln warping.
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8) A charming three footed raku bowl by
Bernard Leach, c1921-1923

A hand thrown bowl in white grogged
clay with a wide band of pale red slip to
the exterior incised through to the body
with angular gothic lettering ‘A little
flower is the labour of ages’ (William
Blake) interspersed with blue dots.
Impressed St Ives and BL script seals.
Dimensions: 10 x 8cm (4 x 3 inches).
Condition: rubbing to rim and crazing to
interior.

9) A pair of small circular hump moulded slip decorated dishes by Bernard Leach, 1920s

These earthenware shallow bowls are decorated respectively with a stylised leaf and
an abstract decoration in white slip under an amber glaze. Impressed BL script seals.
Dimensions of both: 15 x 3cm (6 x 1 inches).

10) An interesting large oblong
hump moulded dish by Bernard
Leach, c1930

This grogged white clay moulded
dish bears stylised removed dark
slip decoration of mountains and
fir trees in the Chinese manner
under an amber glaze. Impressed
large St Ives and BL seals.
Dimensions: 23 x 20 x 5cm (9 x 8
x 2 inches).
Condition: slight fritting to edge of
rim.
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Devon style hollow wares
The relatively early visit of Leach and Hamada to the Truro workshops of Lake’s is
well documented, but the majority of known St Ives slipwares fully in the North
Devon tradition appear to post date the arrival of Cardew in 1923. We have eight
examples for sale, split evenly in between broadly undecorated pots and a significant
group of wares all bearing sgraffito decoration either of lettering or Coats of Arms.
Lettered and decorated St Ives earthenwares
11) An unusual pair of dated and lettered marriage tankards by
Bernard Leach, dated 1925

This pair of wheel thrown earthenware tankards of slightly
differing proportions bear the initials HVR and EFR. One has
the Gill style seriffed lettering: ‘Drink about brother when this
is out we will have another’, whilst the other is inscribed ‘St
Ives 1925’ to the body. Straw coloured lead glaze over white
background slip. Both have SI seals, with one example bearing
the hand incised monogram BL.
Dimensions: 11 x 9cm (4.5 x 3.5 inches) and 11 x 8cm (4.5 x 3
inches) respectively.
Condition: minor fritting to rims commensurate with age and firing conditions.

12) A well inscribed St Ives earthenware livery
tankard, c1923-1926

This wheel thrown earthenware tankard,
probably made to a commission, bears a
carefully incised heraldic shield incised through
white slip to the red underlying body, under a
straw coloured lead glaze. The decoration is
attributed to Leach. SI seal only.
Dimensions: 11 x 10cm (4 x 4 inches).
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13) A finely inscribed St Ives earthenware tankard,
c1923-1926

This wheel thrown earthenware tankard bears the
Royal cipher to the body in a fine sgraffito through
a white background slip under an amber lead glaze.
SI seal only.
Dimensions: 11 x 10cm (4 x 4 inches).

14) An impressive and large calligraphic
jug by Michael Cardew, c1925-1926

A wheel thrown earthenware Harvest
Jug in the North Devon manner of fine
proportions with scroll handle, the body
slipped white with incised seriffed
lettering in the Gill manner through to
the red body under a straw coloured
glaze: ‘Fill me up & drink about & never
leave till all is out & if that will not make
you merry fill me again & sing down
derry’. Impressed MC and SI seals.
Height: 22cm (8.5 inches).
Condition: some fritting to rim
commensurate with age and firing
conditions.

15) A well thrown squat water jug with fleur de lys design, Michael Cardew (attrib),
c1924-1925

This well fired early example of a wheel thrown
earthenware jug is plain apart from the application of a
sprig moulded fleur de lys motif to the body,
immediately below the spout. Vertical thumb piece to
handle. White background slip under a pale yellow
stained lead glaze. SI seal only.
Dimensions: 18 x 13cm (7 x 5 inches).
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Plain St Ives earthenwares
Even as early as the 1920’s, a wide range of forms were made at the Pottery showing
the influence of both the West Country tradition and a broader Medieval idiom.
Whilst frequently plain and sometimes over fired, these pots are interesting to a
collector of later St Ives stonewares and ‘Standard Wares’, as in these slipwares may
be seen the roots of well known forms of later days. Their variable ‘as fired’
condition also tells the story of those pioneering days in a most evocative way.
16) A substantially thrown jug of Germanic proportions
with brushwork decoration, c1923-1925

This heavily fired hand thrown earthenware jug bears
iron brushwork to the body of a flowing meandering
line under and iron stained lead glaze. The handle
has a fishtail basal finish reminiscent of Rhenish
stonewares, which may have influenced its making.
SI seal only.
Dimensions: 21 x 18cm (8 x 7 inches).
Condition: short hairline to rim

17) An unusual goblet or waisted vase, c1923-1925

This heavily fired wheel thrown prototype earthenware
form is plain other than in a variation of colouration in its
iron oxide stained lead glaze. Its firing has produced
something approaching a tenmoku finish more normally
associated with stoneware. SI seal only.
Height: 14cm (5.5 inches).

18) A finely thrown prototype lidded coffee pot,
Michael Cardew (attrib), c1924-1925

Whilst slightly over fired, this hand thrown
earthenware form with thumb piece handle and
applied spout is well made and bears several
traits making a firm attribution to Cardew
possible. The interior is yellow. SI seal only.
Height: 20cm (8 inches), width 10cm (4 inches).
Condition: minor chip to inside of lid.
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Hand made tiles
19) A pair of low fired polychrome tiles with brushwork
decoration by Bernard Leach, 1920s

These oak framed white clay tiles bear charming naïve
brushwork depictions of a Barn Owl and Little Owl under a
clear lead glaze. BL brushed monogram to one. Multiple St
Ives impressed seals to undersides.
Dimensions: 10 x 10cm (4 x 4 inches).

20) An unusual and large fireclay tile with brushwork decoration by Bernard Leach,
dated 1925

This substantial and probably one off tile is made from coarse fireclay and is of kiln
shelf dimensions. It has abstract under glaze brushwork decoration in iron on a
white slip background, possibly representing a setting sun or a flower, under an
amber lead glaze. It bears incised personal and pottery monograms and the date
1925. Provenance: a private house in Carbis Bay, near St Ives, Cornwall.
Dimensions: 29 x 23 x 4cm (11.5 x 9 x 1.5 inches).
Conditions: chips and wear commensurate with its age and fabric.
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A group of high fired stoneware tiles with brushwork
decoration in varying designs by Bernard Leach, all early 1930s

All four of these fireclay tiles rely on under glaze iron
brushwork for their embellishment. They are being sold as
two pairs. None of these four appear to have been used,
and all bear multiple SI seals to their undersides. Two are
clearly marked with BL and SI brushwork monograms, with
one also bearing the date 1933.
Dimensions of all: 10 x 10cm (4 x 4 inches).
Condition: slight fritting to some edges and corners.

A pair of Bernard Leach tiles with maritime designs:
21) A Galleon or Long ship in full sail: this was one of Leach’s favourite designs.

Monograms only partly legible.
22) Two flounders: this is a more unusual design and more complicated in its
achievement in that it bears additional sgraffito detailing to the bodies, fins and heads
of both fish. Workshop and personal monograms together with the date 1933.

A pair of Bernard Leach tiles with naturalistic designs:
23) Waterfowl emerging from reeds: this subtle and beautifully observed decoration

is possibly a one off, and has something of the qualities of a miniature. Clear SI and
BL brushwork monograms
24) Unfurling ferns: the higher firing of this tile has created a charming speckled
effect suggesting snow falling on the ferns. Monograms only partly legible.
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Winchcombe Wares
Bernard Leach freely acknowledged that at Winchcombe, Michael Cardew produced
some of the finest English slipwares made since medieval times. Due to the quality
and spirit of making and traditional firing at Winchcombe, even those pots that might
have been regarded as technically ‘seconds’ when made, nevertheless are imbued
with great charm and individuality. The serendipitous firing effects seen in the
output of the period 1926-1932 are highly valued by collectors.
25) A squat quart rimless jug with running
sgraffito decoration by Michael Cardew,
c1930

A hand thrown earthenware jug in the
broad medieval manner, with freely drawn
bud motifs through a white background
slip under a copper tinted clear galena
glaze. Impressed MC and WP seals.
Height: 16cm (6 inches), width 13cm (5
inches).
Condition: hairlines (stabilised).

26) A massive green bread jar with bold sgraffito decoration by Michael Cardew, c1930

A wheel thrown earthenware lidded Bread Crock of broadly circular proportions,
the body slipped white with incised freehand naïve decoration of a stag and turkey
surrounded by stylised fir trees, through to the red body under a green galena glaze.
Impressed MC and WP seals.
Height and width: 40 x 40cm (16 x 16 inches).
Condition: restoration to lid, but in otherwise very good order.
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27) A cider bottle of aquiline shape with
simple sgraffito decoration by Michael
Cardew, c1930

A wheel thrown earthenware bottle in
the broad West Country manner, with
incised meander and banded motifs
through a white slip under a mottled
honey glaze. Impressed MC and WP
seals.
Height: 20cm (8 inches), width 10cm (4
inches).
Condition: slight glaze rubs to top of lip.

28) A bulbous water jug with simple stick
decoration by Michael Cardew, c1930-1931

A wheel thrown earthenware jug with
abstract sgraffito decoration under a
manganese tinted
galena glaze. MC and WP seals
Height: 21cm (8 inches), width 15cm (6
inches).
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29) An important lidded green tea jar with brushed slip decoration by Michael Cardew,
c1930

A wheel thrown earthenware jar with brushed freehand decoration to the body in
white slip under a manganese stained galena glaze. MC and WP seals.
Dimensions: 14 x 11cm (5.5 x 4.5 inches).
Condition: hairline (stabilised)

30) A charming naïve early water jug with slip trailing by
Sidney Tustin, c1930

A wheel thrown squat earthenware water jug, with thickly
trailed chocolate coloured slip decoration of spirals and
chevrons over a
white background slip, under a clear galena glaze.
Dimensions: 16 x 12cm (6.5 x 4.5 inches).

31) An early brushwork cup and saucer by
Sidney Tustin, c1932

This wheel thrown small example bears the
Cardewan ‘ear of corn’ motif in manganese
under glaze brushwork over a thin layer of
joggled white slip. ST seals.
Dimensions: 15 x 8cm (6 x 3 inches).
Condition: slight glaze rubs to edges.
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32) An early and finely thrown brushwork decorated
water jug by Sidney Tustin, c1929-1930

A wheel thrown earthenware jug in the Devon
manner with manganese stylised brushwork over a
white background slip, under a stained galena glaze.
ST seal.
Dimensions: 20 x 15cm (8 x 6 inches).
Condition: some glaze slivers to rim and handle.

33) An early water jug with slip trailing by Ray Finch
(attrib.), c1937

A wheel thrown squat earthenware water jug, with
thickly trailed chocolate coloured slip decoration of a
meander and radial lines over a thin white background
slip, under a green tinged galena glaze. WP seal only.
Dimensions: 16 x 12cm (6.5 x 4.5 inches).

34) A spontaneously
decorated slip trailed dinner
plate by Michael Cardew,
c1930-1934
A wheel thrown earthenware plate
with turned foot rim, simply
decorated in white slip directly
onto the body under a clear lead
glaze. MC and WP impressed seals.

Diameter: 27cm (10.5
inches).
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A group of flat rimmed shallow bowls by Michael Cardew and Ray Finch, c1931-1937

Four wheel thrown earthenware bowls with abstract sgraffito decoration through a
white background slip, under yellow and green lead glazes. All fully marked with
workshop and personal seals.
35) A Michael Cardew sgraffito bowl
decorated in the Cizhou manner, c1932

Dimensions: 27 x 10cm (10.5 x 4 inches).

36) A Michael Cardew sgraffito bowl under a
rich speckled copper glaze, c1931-1932

Dimensions: 24 x 9cm (9.5 x 3.5 inches).
Condition: glaze flakes to interior of rim

37) An early Ray Finch bowl with simple stylised
decoration, c1937

Dimensions: 20 x 7cm (8 x 3 inches).

38) An early Ray Finch footed bowl with
bud decoration by Michael Cardew, c1938

Dimensions: 20 x 10cm (8 x 4 inches).
Condition: glaze rubbing to top of rim.
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Show terms and conditions
Condition: Due to their low fired nature, slipwares are prone to chipping and flaking,
and all the pots for sale were originally wood fired in traditional bottle or round kilns,
with all the faults and delightful imperfections entailed. We have endeavoured to be as
accurate as possible in our descriptions, and comment is made on condition where this
is materially more than the normal wear and tear of 80 to 100 years. For the avoidance
of any doubt, purchasers are recommended to inspect pots in person.
Payment: Payment must be made in full on purchase, and pots will normally be
available for collection at the close of the show, in this case on Saturday 28th November
2009. Settlement may be made in cash or by cheque, although a clearance period of five
working days is required in the latter case. Overseas buyers are recommended to use
Paypal as a medium, for the avoidance of credit card charges.
Postal delivery: we are unable to provide insured delivery for overseas purchasers,
although there are a number of shipping firms that buyers may choose to commission.
Every possible care will be taken in the packaging of pots for onward transit, but
subsequently this must at all times be at the purchasers risk.
Image copyright: the copyright on all photographs in this summary catalogue and on
the related website www.cotswoldsliving.co.uk remain at all times the property of
Cotswolds Living Publications.
Commencement of sales: no pots will be for sale in advance of the start of the
exhibition at 12.00 midday on Saturday 14th November 2009.
Future sales: it is our intention to hold similar annual sales every November, and
additional classic country slipwares will be available for sale via a dedicated website
www.countryslipware.com to be established by the end of 2009.
Selling terms: whilst all the ceramics in this exhibition are the personal or joint
property of the organisers, we welcome applications from collectors and dealers to sell
items on their behalf on competitive commission terms. We are also interested in
purchasing outright both individual items and collections throughout the period in
between shows.
Map directions and location of Long Room Gallery:
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